Namma Veddu Uni5 Infancy Day Care Center
Sendurai – Dindigul Dt
Observation for July, 2014
Children who were not settled are mostly settling in this month.
Children are able to focus in Uni5 presentations with more focusing energy than last month.
We were able to present with more understanding and calmness.
New children are slowly mingling with elder ones.
Children who have just started talking are also able to understand and relate the concepts. They answer
through body gestures.
Parents say that children wish to come to the center even when they are sick. They have no stress in
preparing their children to get ready.
After school children do lot of activities at home similar to the school. They have cultivated the natural
liking to assist the parents at home which is called ‘’real work’’ by Dr.Montessori.
Example: 1.5 year old infant assisted his mother by getting a tumbler of water when she got hiccups.
Children are independent in their work at home situation.
They wear the dresses on their own; they eat by themselves and place the plates at sink.
Children are eating without spoon feeding at home environments which have struck the mothers.
Mothers have thanked us.
Unsettled children are imbibing all the activities and trying to work and especially they like to help
others.
Children have started cultivating a good spoken skill with respect for others.
Uni5 syllabus: Earth is our home, how land absorbs water, how roots absorb water, water cycle,
formation of pebbles by rivers, volcano, mountains – parts [cliff, range and slope], types of soils,
seeding, germination and difference in growth of plants.
Even though all these happen this time the staff members are not aware about the Aadi 18 th – rivers
festival. They have missed out the proper timing. But they were showing various presentations related
with the rivers, but it is not accepted.
Coordination of Sendurai and Coimbatore schools is very important in learning and research of Uni5
education in very young levels.

Nature walking observation: 16.7.14
Trees and plants introduced during nature walking activity: Sandal jasmine, neem tree, Sitha fruits,
pomegranate, sesame plants, palm tree, tamarind tree, banana, maize cultivation etc.
Observation:
Nivaydhini spoke much about plants and trees with Saravanan.
We saw a bull suffering from sickness and children observed that.
We saw children assisting each other.
They are developing good civics sense.
Testimonials:

‘’My son has started asking me to sit and teach in evenings naturally like his Uni5
teachers. He has cultivated the natural habit of worship at mornings and evenings’’ –
Sabari Krithish [2.5 years]
‘’My son is 1.5 years old. He is developing a good clear spoken language skill and
brushing his teeth, eating independently at home daily.’’ – Ashwin’s mother
‘’I am very proud about this Uni5 center which has cultivated a natural; inner sense of
orderliness within my 1.25 year old son. I am waiting to put my second baby here’’ –
S.Harish’s father
‘’My 2 year old daughter is able to share all her views with me. She has transformed from
her adamant nature’’ – S.Shalini’s father
‘’My son is 2.5 years old. He has a great love for nature and explains all his concepts to
me at home’’ – S.Vairamugil’s father
‘’My daughter is 3 years old. She is confident in identifying many sounds in Tamil and
English. She talks about stars, mountains and plants. She uses many English words.
She is very intellectual in nature after coming here. We are uneducated but I am very
happy about my child’s awareness, I am a cook.’’ – S.JeyaShree
Dr.Madeswaran.
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